The ophthalmoscope was invented by Helmholtz^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b01]^ in 1851 and was followed by the development of fundus photography^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b02],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b03]^ almost three decades later. For the first time, images of the retina, optic disc, macula, and vascular structures could be recorded noninvasively in healthy and diseased eyes^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b04]^ with such cameras. More than a century later, information captured by fundus photography can be supplemented and enhanced by fluorescein angiography,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b05]^ confocal scanning light ophthalmoscopy (cSLO),^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b06],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b07]^ and optical coherence tomography (OCT).^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b08][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b09][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b10][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b11][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b12]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b13]^ These techniques have improved the contrast for visualizing fine vascular structures, fluorescence from retinal layers, and assessment of the thickness of various retinal layers. Deployment of adaptive optics (AO) in fundus cameras,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b14]^ cSLO,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b15]^ and OCT^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b16]^ instruments has further improved optical resolution, thus permitting imaging of single cells, such as rods, foveal cones,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b17],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b18]^ RPE cells,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b19]^ and blood cells in small retinal vessels.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b20],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b21]^ This is of interest for monitoring longitudinal changes in diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b22],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b23]^ retinal dystrophy,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b24][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b25]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b26]^ age-related macular degeneration,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b27],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b28]^ and diabetic retinopathies,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b29][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b30]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b31]^ especially since cellular scale imaging can permit semiautomated quantification of the density and spacing of these cells^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b32][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b33][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b34][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b35][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b36]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b37]^ as well as AO-assisted microperimetry,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b38],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b39]^

Correction of monochromatic aberrations by AO also has enhanced the contrast for gross structures, such as lamina cribrosa in the optic nerve head^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b40],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b41]^ and retinal nerve fiber bundles in the inner retina,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b15],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b42],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b43]^ which are affected by diseases, such as glaucoma. However, the neural and glial cells, which are directly affected by these diseases, are largely translucent and imaging them at a fine scale in living eyes without the use of contrast agents has been a longstanding challenge. Currently, exogenous fluorophores cannot be used for imaging such neural and glial structures in human subjects due to concerns about toxicity and invasiveness. Without the use of exogenous dyes, optical contrast for cellular scale imaging of retinal structures is limited by several factors, such as the numerical aperture of the eye, light budget allowed for safe imaging, and their relative propensity to absorb, transmit, reflect, scatter, waveguide, or fluoresce light. While detection of backscattered light is the most commonly used tactic for cellular scale AO imaging, an alternative approach for extracting intrinsic contrast from the living retina is to harness autofluorescence from endogenous fluorophores. All cells contain molecules, such as NAD(P)H, FAD, and other metabolites known to be autofluorescent.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b44]^ Additionally, photoreceptors, Müller cells, and the RPE contain retinoids, such as retinol, retinyl esters, A2E, and lipofuscin, that also are autofluorescent.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b45][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b46][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b47]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b48]^ Similarly, intrinsic fluorophores, such as collagen and elastin, are well known to be constituents of vessel walls, basement membranes, and the extracellular matrix between individual cells of the retina.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b49]^ Not only are these molecules capable of providing structural contrast, some also are involved in cellular physiology and can serve as biomarkers of cell health.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b50][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b51]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b52]^ Single-photon excitation spectra for these fluorophores lie primarily in the ultraviolet range and their fluorescence cannot be excited through the pupil of the primate eye through conventional imaging techniques because of the ocular transmission window.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b53]^

Two-photon excitation^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b54]^ can be used for targeting these endogenous fluorophores with near-infrared light, which is easily transmitted through the optics of the primate eye. Two-photon microscopy already has been shown to excite fluorescence from all layers in the retina from the nerve fiber layer down to the RPE in histologic preparations, providing native structural contrast for nuclear and cellular features.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b55][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b56]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b57]^ These studies, along with others,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b58],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b59]^ show that two-photon imaging has the potential to image cellular structures throughout the retina but is it possible to visualize these structures noninvasively in the living eye? Before this study, two-photon fluorescence adaptive optics scanning light ophthalmoscopes (TPF-AOSLOs) were used to image photoreceptors in primates^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b60]^ and labeled ganglion cells in mice.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b61]^ To explore fluorescence from various retinal layers, we deployed a TPF-AOSLO dedicated to imaging the unlabeled primate eye and the results are described here.

Methods {#s2}
=======

Animal Preparation {#s2a}
------------------

Four nonhuman primates, two female Macaca rhesus monkeys (16 and 4 years old) and two male Macaca fascicularis monkeys (8 and 20 years old), were used for these experiments. Subjects were handled as per the protocols prescribed and approved by the University of Rochester\'s committee for animal research and in accordance with the ARVO Animal Statement for the Use of Animals in Ophthalmic and Vision Research. Ketamine (10--20 mg/kg) and Valium (0.25 mL/kg) were used initially to sedate the animals before intubation. For prolonged anesthesia, a steady dosage of isofluorane (ranging from 1%--5%) was administered, along with a paralytic dose of vecuronium (60 μg/kg/h) for periods of up to 6 hours to reduce eye movements. The average imaging session duration was \<6 hours, during which the subjects were imaged intermittently. A ventilator was used to maintain breathing while subjects were placed on a custom stereotaxic cart in a sternal position. The eye being imaged was positioned at the cart\'s gimbal focus of rotation and held open by a lid speculum. Corneal hydration was maintained by coating the eyes with Genteal (Alcon, Fort Worth, TX, USA) and contact lenses, which also corrected the base refractive error. Eyes from one of the animals used in the in vivo study subsequently were histologically examined. Retinas were fixed in formaldehyde and two-photon microscopy (Fluoview 1000 AOM-MPM; Olympus Corporation, Center Valley, PA, USA) was done nearly 45 days after enucleation.

Two-Photon Fluorescence Adaptive Optics Scanning Light Ophthalmoscope {#s2b}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

A custom TPF-AOSLO was designed and built to optimize the efficiency of two-photon fluorescence imaging in the living monkey eye. Details about the system design and layout have been described in another publication.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b62]^ The system was designed to image from the nerve fiber layer to the RPE layer, over \>3° field of view. All fluorescence images reported here were captured with either 730, 900, or 920 nm excitation wavelengths and corresponding reflectance images were either collected at the same wavelength as used for fluorescence excitation or at 790 nm. For imaging at 900 or 920 nm, emission was collected between 400 to 680 nm with the use of two filters with transmission windows from 400 to 680 nm (ET680SP-2P8; Chroma Technology Corporation, Bellows Falls, VT, USA). For imaging at 730 nm an additional filter with a transmission window from 400 to 550 nm (E550sp-2p; Chroma Technology Corporation) was used.

Through Focus Imaging and Axial Resolution {#s2c}
------------------------------------------

To evaluate the relative signal strength at different layers in the retina, through-focus image stacks were collected at several retinal locations. By manipulating the adaptive optics control algorithm, varying amounts of spherical wavefront curvature were imparted to the imaging beam by use of the deformable mirror to focus light at different layers in the retina while maintaining wavefront correction for other aberrations. This was done at λ~ex~ = 730 and 920 nm at the same retinal location in the same animal but during different sessions weeks apart ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){ref-type="fig"}b). Fine vascular structures simultaneously imaged in reflectance were used to estimate the relative focus for 730 nm and 920 nm beams, and, thus, were plotted on the same scale along with the theoretical intensity point spread function (IPSF) at 920 nm based on expressions derived by Gu and Sheppard.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b63],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b64]^ Additionally, a high axial resolution spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) scan was collected from the same retinal location ([Fig. 1](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){ref-type="fig"}a) with a Spectralis HRA+OCT (Heidelberg Engineering, Heidelberg, Germany). Distinct features in the SD-OCT scan were aligned visually to the axial depth information of their corresponding adaptive optics ophthalmic images.

![Relative two-photon autofluorescence levels in the primate retina. (**a**) Optical coherence tomography image of a retinal location 5 mm temporal to the fovea. *Labels* refer to the various retinal layers that can be distinguished.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b103]^ (**b**) Two-photon autofluorescence signals plotted for 730 and 920 nm excitation. These data were collected at the same retinal location on two different imaging sessions, almost 4 weeks apart. NFL, nerve fiber layer; GCL, ganglion cell layer; IPL, inner plexiform layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; OPL, outer plexiform layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; EZ, ellipsoid zone, outer segment junction; OS, outer segment; RPE CC, retinal pigment epithelium and choriocapillaris. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01}

Axial resolution was not determined experimentally in this study, but we estimated the theoretical axial resolution (at full-width half-maximum) to be 25 μm at 730 nm and 32 μm at 920 nm based on the expression described by Zipfel et al.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b65],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b66]^ for low numerical aperture systems: where *λ* is the wavelength, *NA* is the numerical aperture (0.22) and *n* is the refractive index (1.33).

Image Analysis and Processing {#s2d}
-----------------------------

Real-time videos were captured at a frame rate of 20 or 22.5 Hz through custom software. The pixel clock was 35 MHz and frame size was 512 lines along the direction of the slow scanner, which had a linear motion range, and anywhere from 656 to 728 pixels along the direction of the fast scanner featuring a sinusoidal motion range. This sinusoidal motion was later corrected during postprocessing by application of a calibration desinusoiding matrix coordinate transformation to equalize the size of all pixels across the field.

To account for residual motion artifacts in the videos, high contrast reflectance videos were processed through custom demotion software that calculated interframe motion with respect to a specified reference frame in the video through normalized cross-correlation measurements.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b67]^ Many images also were generated in real-time with custom tracking and registration algorithms described in detail previously.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b68]^ The peak of the radial average of the Fourier transform was used to estimate the average center-to-center cell spacing. The plot shown in [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}c was generated by rotating images shown [Figures 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}a and [2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}b using radon transform to vertically align the streaks. Then, common regions of interest were manually selected (as shown in yellow boxes, [Figs. 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}a, [2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}b) and pixels along the vertical columns were averaged to generate average cross-sectional intensities across streaks.

![(**a**) Nerve fiber bundles imaged using a conventional confocal reflectance modality. Dark gaps between bundles are visible. (**b**) Two-photon fluorescence image at λ~ex~ = 730 nm, captured simultaneously. *Bright streaks* are visible in the two-photon image. (**c**) Averaged cross-section across the dark bands in (**a**) and the *bright streaks* seen in (**b**) for the locations marked by *yellow rectangles*. This shows that the dark bands in reflectance correspond to bright bands in the two photon images. Two-photon imaging conditions: average power at the cornea, 7 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 12,800 frames (582 seconds); exposure, 4823 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 8.5. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02}

Results and Discussion {#s3}
======================

Two-Photon Autofluorescence as a Function of Depth in the Retina {#s3a}
----------------------------------------------------------------

Two-photon excited autofluorescence could be detected throughout the living primate retina and the absolute signal intensity detected per unit pixel was \<1 pW. Relative autofluorescence signal levels collected at 730 and 920 nm excitation light are shown in [Figure 1](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){ref-type="fig"}b along with the theoretical axial PSF at 920 nm. These curves were normalized to their peaks. For visual comparison, a high axial resolution OCT scan from the same retinal location is shown in [Figure 1](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){ref-type="fig"}a. Autofluorescence was greatest from the outer retinal layers for both wavelengths and decreased as the focus was shifted to more vitreal or scleral retinal layers. For 920 nm excitation, autofluorescence decreased monotonically when the two-photon excitation beam was focused at vitreal or scleral retinal layers, as shown in [Figure 1](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){ref-type="fig"}. At 730 nm excitation, photoreceptors were the brightest structures imaged in the retina, although the shape of the curve was not symmetric. A shoulder was seen in the axial scan profile at focal planes corresponding to the inner retinal layers. The widths of the axial profiles for 730 and 920 nm excitation were broader than the theoretical axial PSF, perhaps because fluorescence from other layers contributed to the broadening of this profile, although residual aberrations also might broaden the axial PSF.

Two-Photon Excited Fluorescence From the Nerve Fiber Layer {#s3b}
----------------------------------------------------------

Bright streak-like structures were consistently visible at various retinal locations when the excitation beam was focused at the nerve fiber layer of the inner retina. These streaks were oriented along the same direction as that of the nerve fiber bundles, which were simultaneously imaged in reflectance. Moreover, the thin, bright streaks in autofluorescence images corresponded to and overlapped with dark bands between the nerve fiber axon bundles visualized in reflectance, although not all such dark bands had corresponding bright streaks in two-photon fluorescence images. An example is shown in [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}b, where relatively greater autofluorescence was visible from those regions in the two-photon image that appeared relatively darker in reflectance imaging ([Fig. 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}a). The distances between these stripes were similar to the thickness of colocated nerve fiber bundles as shown in [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}c even though the alignment between reflectance and fluorescence data was limited by the radon transform, source alignment as well as by chromatic aberration. Fluorescence from bright streaks, as shown in [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}b, were reported previously in the nerve fiber layer of monkey and human retinas.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b56],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b57]^

At the nerve fiber layer, fluorescence from nerve fiber bundles also was visible but the source of fluorescence from the bright streaks located between the fiber bundles could be different. It is known that processes of Müller cells wrap around ganglion cell axons to form glial tunnels that package the axons into nerve fiber bundles.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b69][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b70][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b71]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b72]^ Our findings are consistent with studies on two-photon imaging of freshly isolated frog retina that also have indicated that the autofluorescence from Müller cell processes is greater than that from all other cell types present in the inner retina.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b55]^ We observed that, although nerve fibers emit fluorescence, it was comparatively weaker.

The source of autofluorescence in Müller cells is unclear. Ultrastructural imaging of Müller cells shows that their nuclei and cytoplasm are darker than those of adjacent cells.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b70]^ Presumably, this could explain why they always appear as dark bands in reflectance images of the nerve fiber layer. Müller cells have greater cytoplasmic densities than the neurons in their microenvironment and mitochondrial organelles are distributed all across the cell body within Müller cells, from the inner to the outer retina.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b70]^ We speculate that a combination of greater cytoplasmic density coupled with mitochondrial distribution could enhance two-photon excited fluorescence within Müller cells, thus making them brighter than the nerve fiber bundles. Fluorophores, such as NAD(P)H, could be the source of this enhanced autofluorescence.

Two-Photon Autofluorescence From Vessel Walls {#s3c}
---------------------------------------------

Vessel walls also were autofluorescent upon 730 nm two-photon excitation. The strength of the autofluorescent signal was related to the size and thickness of the vessel. Fluorescence from relatively larger, thicker primary vessels close to the optic disk was greater than that from smaller vessels further away from the disk, although faint fluorescence still was visible from smaller vessels. Fluorescence from vessel walls varied with the focus and a through-focus image stack is shown in the right column of [Figure 3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}. Corresponding reflectance images also are shown for comparison in the left column and were collected with a different light source than that used for fluorescence. Alignment and cofocusing errors between these two light sources hindered an exact alignment of spatial features between these fluorescence and reflectance images. For relatively vitreal focus depths, fluorescence was detected from cross-sections of the vessel walls as well as en face fluorescence from the vessels ([Figs. 3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}b, [3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}d). At these focal planes, Müller cell processes were visible adjacent to the vessels. Unlike the fluorescence images, the vessel walls were not always clearly defined in the reflectance images ([Figs. 3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}a, [3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}c). At deeper focal planes when the beam was focused within a vessel, two bright streaks of approximately 15 μm mean thickness were visible due to strong autofluorescence from a cross-section of the vessel walls ([Fig. 3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}f). When the vessel was above the plane of focus as in [Figure 3](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){ref-type="fig"}h, it prevented light from reaching the layers below it, thus casting a dark shadow.

![Through-focus image stack of a blood vessel in the retina is shown here. Reflectance images are shown in the left in (**a**), (**c**), (**e**), and (**g**), with (**a**) being the most vitreal and (**g**) the most scleral. The corresponding two-photon images at 730 nm excitation are shown on the right, (**b**), (**d**), (**f**), and (**h**). In (**b**), edges of the vessel walls were almost indistinguishable and the two-photon fluorescence signal from the en face vessel walls was dominant. Müller cell processes are visible in (**b**) and (**d**) and are indicated with *yellow arrows*. At a focus location (**d**), the vessel walls were visible, but the relative contrast with respect to the fluorescence within the vessel was lower than in (**f**) where the vessel boundaries were strongly fluorescent. The characteristic *dark shadow* of the vessel is visible in (**h**). Two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 7 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 9600 frames (436 seconds); exposure, 3617 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 8. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f03}

Vessel walls are composed of three layers: the adventitia, media, and lumen. The source of diffuse fluorescence from vessel walls is likely due to proteins, such as collagen in the adventitia and elastin in the media.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b49],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b73][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b74][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b75][@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b76]--[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b77]^ Collagen is autofluorescent but, based on previous studies on two-photon microscopic imaging of arteries, elastin is likely the dominant fluorophore upon λ~ex~ = 730 nm excitation.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b74]^

In some cases, bright granular structures were present close to the vessel walls of some of the larger vessels near the optic disk ([Fig. 4](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f04){ref-type="fig"}). These granular features were observed within vessel walls in two of the animals imaged in this study. In one of the subjects, at locations away from the optic disk, relatively bright autofluorescence could be seen from rotund structures outside the walls of smaller vessels, but always adjacent to them. However, there was variability between animals and these features were not always visible near every vessel. The source of this fluorescence from bright structures within and near vessel walls, as shown in [Figure 4](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f04){ref-type="fig"}, is unknown, but there are several possibilities.

![(**a**) Reflectance image of an artery close to the optic disk, and (**b**) the corresponding two-photon fluorescence image collected at the same location. Fluorescence from bright granular structures can be seen within the vessel wall in (**b**). Two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 7 mW; scan size, 1.5° × 1.54°; duration of recording, 19,200 frames (873 seconds); exposure, 4598 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 8.6. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f04){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f04}

1.  1\. Different types of glial cells, such as astrocytes and pericytes, are always adjacent to blood vessels.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b70]^ As shown in [Figure 2](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f02){ref-type="fig"}, Müller glial cells exhibit greater two-photon autofluorescence and yield positive contrast compared to adjacent tissue cells. Similarly, other glial cells conceivably could yield greater autofluorescence than their surroundings.

2.  2\. Vessel walls contain other possible sources of autofluorescence as well. Advanced glycation end-products (AGEs) form as a result of glycation of proteins present within vessels. This is a natural process that happens with age, and can be accelerated by disease.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b78]^ These AGEs also are known to be fluorescent and the increase in fluorescence with glycation is greater for collagen than for elastin.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b79]^

3.  3\. Animals used in these studies were subjected to fluorescein on multiple occasions. It also is possible that the bright structures seen within and without vessel walls could be due to clusters of particulates of the exogenous dye that leaked out of blood circulation, although the likelihood of fluorescein leakage is low.

Two-photon imaging could be used to study the biomechanics and rheologic integrity of blood vessels in the living eye because fluorescence from collagen and elastin proteins is a natural biomarker for vessel strength. Thus, it would be interesting to characterize autofluorescence from vessels under conditions of stress, such as hypertension, diabetic retinopathy, infarction, and so forth. The potential to image AGEs also could be used to study aggregation of these harmful products on vessel walls during aging and disease.

Two-Photon Autofluorescence From the Inner Retina {#s3d}
-------------------------------------------------

At layers more scleral than the nerve fiber layer, structural features seen in two-photon autofluorescence images differed from those seen in reflectance imaging. Close to the nerve fiber layer, autofluorescence from a mosaic of dark, elliptical-shaped features was noted. The distribution and density of these dark spots were not uniform and changed with the focus of the imaging beam. At some locations, these dark disks were visible within the entire volume as far as 20 to 30 μm below the best focus for Müller cell processes in the nerve fiber bundles. We hypothesize that these dark disks could be nuclei of cells in the ganglion cell layer. Although the outlines of all cells could not be identified reliably, nuclei of some cells were more clearly visible than others. The size of these circular features were approximately 5 to 15 μm, within the same range as values reported by Curcio and Allen.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b80]^ For a subset of imaged locations, in vivo data were compared with ex vivo histologic data captured by two-photon microscopy of the ganglion cell layer from the same retinal location. The radial average of the Fourier transforms for in vivo and ex vivo images peaked at similar spatial frequencies as shown in [Figure 5](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f05){ref-type="fig"}, suggesting that the density of cells in the in vivo images is consistent with their histology.

![Comparison of in vivo and ex vivo two-photon autofluorescence, λ~ex~ = 730 nm from the same retinal location, 8° nasal to the fovea. (**a**) Two-photon image of the living eye. (**b**) Two-photon image of fixed tissue from the same eye at the same location. (**c**) Radial average of the Fourier transform for both images plotted on the same scale. The peak corresponds to a cell spacing ranging from 10 to 18 μm. In vivo two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 7 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 12,800 frames (582 seconds); exposure, 4823 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 8.5. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f05){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f05}

In vivo through-focus images from a location that was 16° temporal and inferior to the fovea are shown in [Figure 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}. The column on the left shows the reflectance images, while the column on the right displays the corresponding autofluorescence images collected at the same location from the same light source but at different focal planes. Rows of spot-like features arranged linearly, like strings of pearls, oriented along the nerve fiber bundles that lie just above them could be visualized ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}b). This distribution is similar to ex vivo images of ganglion cells captured by phase microscopy.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b81]^ Near large vessels, the distribution of these cells was heterogeneous across the field at different focal planes with a band of cells visible closer to the vessel at shallow focal planes and seemingly located further away from the vessel at relatively deeper focal planes. This distortion in the ganglion cell layer near large vessels also was observed in ex vivo two-photon images (data not shown).

![Through-focus images of the inner retina acquired at λ~ex~ = 730 nm. Reflectance images are shown in the *left column* and autofluorescence images from the same location are shown in the *right column*. Nerve fiber bundles imaged using a conventional confocal reflectance modality are shown in (**a**) and (**c**) while ganglion cell nuclei can be seen arranged along the nerve fiber bundles in (**b**) and (**d**). A reflectance image from a capillary bed in the inner retina is shown in (**e**) while autofluorescence from the same location (**f**) reveals a distinct lack of structural contrast compared to (**b**) and (**d**). At a more scleral focal plane, a reflectance image is shown in (**g**), and the corresponding autofluorescence image is shown in (**h**). In (**b**), (**d**), and (**h**) a mosaic of cells is visually distinguishable in autofluorescence but not in reflectance images. Relative axial separation between the different axial slices is noted on the *bottom left* in the *left column*. Two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 14 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 16,200 frames, forward and back scan combined (395 seconds); exposure, 6551 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 15.4. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06}

At focal planes that were approximately 40 μm more scleral than the image shown in [Figure 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}b, string of pearl-like features were still visible. Images from these focal planes are shown in [Figure 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}d. At focal planes that were approximately 10 μm more scleral, we did not observe any mosaic-like features although capillaries still remained visible (see [Figs. 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}e, [6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}f). The presence of capillaries and their relative separation from the ganglion cell layers suggests that this locus is likely to be in the vicinity of the inner plexiform layer.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b81]^ Images from a deeper focal plane, expected to be the outer nuclear layer, are shown in [Figures 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}g and [6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}h. A mosaic of dark, circular cell-like structures, separated from each other by relatively bright boundaries was visually distinguishable in the fluorescence image. Sparsely distributed bright punctate spots also were visible along the cell boundaries. The radial average of the Fourier transform of the fluorescence image peaked at spatial frequencies corresponding to an average cell-to-cell spacing of approximately 13 μm.

Two-photon microscopy has previously revealed that fluorescence in nuclear layers is greater from structures outside cells than from within them.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b56],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b57]^ This results in negative cellular contrast, presumably due to diminished fluorescence from within the nuclei or cytoplasm of individual cells. While the source of autofluorescent contrast is debatable, there are several likely explanations.

1.  Spectroscopy has shown that the primary sources of fluorescence in the inner retina are metabolic functional indicators, such as FAD and NAD(P)H.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b82],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b83]^ These mitochondrial molecules are key participants in the electron transport chain and citric acid cycle. Sparse quantities of mitochondria are present throughout the inner retina as revealed by cytochrome oxidase labeling of primate retina.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b84]^ Studies on brain slices have shown that these molecules have an important role during synaptic activation^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b50],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b85],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b86]^ and likely could contribute to autofluorescence from various layers in the inner retina.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b87]^

2.  Müller cells reportedly are the dominant source of autofluorescence in the inner retina of frogs^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b55]^ and we have shown that fluorescence from Müller cell processes is greater than from nerve fiber bundles. Although the molecules responsible for relatively greater autofluorescence from Müller cells are debatable and unconfirmed, these glial cells span the entire depth of the retina, from the inner to the outer limiting membrane. In the inner retina, Müller cells wrap around the cell bodies of retinal neurons^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b70]^ and due to their distribution with respect to secondary and tertiary neurons in the retina they possibly could be responsible for the inherent cellular contrast in the nuclear layers.

3.  Autofluorescence from the extracellular matrix also could potentially contribute to the intrinsic contrast of nuclear layers upon two-photon excitation at 730 nm. The extracellular matrix that supports these neurons is composed of a variety of proteins such as collagen, elastin, laminin, fibronectin and others that are all autofluorescent to various degrees.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b88],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b89]^

Two-Photon Autofluorescence From Outer Retinal Layers {#s3e}
-----------------------------------------------------

With 730 nm excitation, through-focus images of the outer retina were collected at multiple focal planes. Fluorescence from the cone photoreceptor mosaic was visible at all focal planes but individual rods could be resolved only at a single focal plane and their fluorescence was dimmer than that of cones (see [Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}h). At some focal planes that were more vitreal than the best focus for rods, dark, granulated sub-cellular structures were observed within the cell outlines of cone photoreceptors. These bullseye-like features were not always located at the center of each cone, but were present somewhere within the outline of some cells (see [Figs. 7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}c, [7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}f). These features were not visible at the focal plane for best focus of rods ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}i), or at deeper focal planes ([Fig. 7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}l). In appearance, they resembled images of cone inner segments labeled with cytochrome oxidase,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b84]^ suggesting that molecules, such as NAD(P)H and FAD, present within mitochondria could account for the fluorescence from inner segments.

![Through-focus images of the outer retina at λ~ex~ = 730 nm. Reflectance images are shown in the *left column* and autofluorescence images captured from the same location are shown in the *middle column*. Zoomed-in autofluorescence images are shown in the *right column*. Dimples in the cross-section of fluorescence from some cones can be seen in (**c**) and (**f**). The best focus for rods is shown in (**h**) and (**i**) while out of focus photoreceptors can be seen in deeper focal planes as revealed in (**k**) and (**l**). Relative axial separation between the different optical slices is noted on the *bottom left* in the *left column. Yellow arrows* point to cells where bulls-eye features are clearly visible. Two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 7 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 10,800 frames, forward and back scan combined (263 seconds); exposure, 2184 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 7. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07}

Alternatively, the bullseye like features also could be due to higher order waveguiding modes in cones that also are seen in the reflectance images.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b90],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b91]^ This would suggest a very strong correlation between waveguiding and two-photon autofluorescence that requires further investigation. At deeper focal planes, fluorescence from out-of-focus cones could be visibly distinguished (see [Figs. 7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}k, [7](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f07){ref-type="fig"}l). The RPE mosaic was not visible even at the most scleral focal planes that we imaged, though in vivo and ex vivo studies have shown that RPE cells also are autofluorescent upon 730 nm excitation.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b56],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b92],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b93]^

Two-Photon Excited Autofluorescence From RPE Cells and Photoreceptors {#s3f}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown in [Figure 1](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f01){ref-type="fig"}, autofluorescence upon 920 nm excitation was primarily from the outer retina. In the excitation wavelength range of 900 to 920 nm, cellular structures were observed at multiple focal planes. The size, density, and distribution of these cellular features changed with the eccentricity and plane of focus. At a location 4° nasal to the fovea, reflectance and fluorescence images collected at several focal planes are presented in [Figure 8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}. At all focal planes, reflectance images (left column) show the characteristic distribution of cones, whereas rods are easier to visualize in some planes than others, such as in [Figures 8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}d and [8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}g. This also is evident from the radial averages of the Fourier transforms (right column) which peaked at the spatial frequencies corresponding to the cone mosaic. For most through-focus positions, outlines of cellular structures were visible in fluorescence images as well. These structures were characteristically larger than cones and could be seen at multiple focal planes, even when out of focus ([Figs. 8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}b, [8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}e, [8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}h, [8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}k). Radial averages of the Fourier transform of fluorescence images peaked at spatial frequencies lower than the cone mosaic and are likely indicative of the RPE cell mosaic. For these data, the peak spatial frequency corresponded to an average density of 3100 cells/mm^2^ with an average nearest neighbor distance of approximately 19 μm. This packing is less dense than the average values reported previously in macaques at these eccentricities (4500 cells/mm^2^ and 13.1 μm) by Morgan et al.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b94]^ At some focal planes, finer structures could be seen within the outlines of RPE cells. For instance, at a focal plane where cones and some rods were visible in reflectance images ([Fig. 8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}g), granular features could be seen in fluorescence images within RPE cells that were similar in size and distribution to those in photoreceptors ([Fig. 8](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){ref-type="fig"}h). Some cells that could be seen in reflectance also were visible in fluorescence images, as indicated by arrows pointing to cones (in yellow) and rods (in red). Accordingly, the location of each photoreceptor could be identified with respect to the RPE cell underneath.

![Through-focus images of the outer retina at λ~ex~ = 920 nm at a location that was 4° nasal to the fovea. Reflectance images are shown in the *left column* and autofluorescence images from the same location are featured in the *center column*. Radial averages of the Fourier transforms are shown in the *right column*. Outlines of RPE cells are visible in all fluorescence images and photoreceptors are visible in all reflectance images and in some fluorescence images as also can be noted in the Fourier transforms. *Yellow arrows* point to the same cones and *red arrows* to same rods in (**g**) and (**h**). Radial averages of the Fourier transforms for (**g**) and (**h**) show that the rod and cone mosaic can be seen in the fluorescence image. Two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 7 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 21,600 frames, forward and back scan combined (527 seconds); exposure, 4367 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 3.5. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f08}

The appearance of fluorescent cellular features varied with retinal eccentricity as well. We recorded autofluorescence with 900 nm excitation at several eccentricities along the temporal meridian at focal planes where the cone photoreceptors were in focus in reflectance. Two such cases are shown in [Figure 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"} at locations that were 1.6° and 7.7° temporal to the fovea. The typical distribution of cone photoreceptors could be seen in reflectance images at both eccentricities ([Figs. 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}a, [9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}d). In the fluorescence image recorded at the location closer to the fovea ([Fig. 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}b), small cellular features, arranged in a tightly packed mosaic, were seen. These structures were of the same spatial scale as photoreceptors visible in the corresponding reflectance image in [Figure 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}a. The radial average of the Fourier transform (shown in [Figure 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}c) peaked at two different frequencies, corresponding to the mosaic of photoreceptors, as well as underlying RPE cells at this location. The fluorescence image recorded further away from the fovea looked distinctly different. At this and other locations away from the fovea, a sparse mosaic of relatively dim, circular cell-like structures could be distinguished ([Fig. 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}e). The size and density of dim cells seen in fluorescence was identical to the size and distribution of cone photoreceptors visible in reflectance ([Fig. 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}d), thus strongly suggesting that these dim cells are cones. Although autofluorescence could be visualized within these cells, most cones appeared darker than the surrounding cells which we know to be rods. This implies that at these retinal eccentricities and focal planes, fluorescence from rods is brighter than cones as well as RPE cells.

![Images at λ~ex~ = 900 nm from two different retinal locations in the same subject. Images in (**a**) (**b**) are from a location that was 1.625° temporal to the fovea, whereas images in (**e**) and (**f**) were recorded at 7.7° temporal to the fovea. Both (**a**) and (**d**) are reflectance images of the photoreceptor mosaic, whereas (**b**) and (**e**) are two-photon autofluorescence images from the corresponding locations. *Graphs* shown in (**c**) and (**f**) are radial averages of the Fourier transforms for the images shown in (**a**) and (**b**), and (**e**) and (**f**) respectively. Two-photon imaging conditions: power at the cornea, 2.6 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 3200 frames (145 seconds); exposure, 448 J/cm^2^. Exposure was greater than MPE by a factor of 1.02. *Scale bars*: 50 μm.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09}

To our knowledge, pattern masking of RPE autofluorescence by the overlying photoreceptor mosaic has not been reported with in vivo single-photon excitation imaging of the outer retina at wavelengths \>500 nm.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b19]^ However, our data suggest that two-photon imaging with 900 to 920 nm can excite fluorescence from RPE cells, as well as from cone and rod photoreceptors and that the pattern is dependent on focus and eccentricity. At these excitation wavelengths, lipofuscin and its precursors are likely to be the dominant source of autofluorescence in RPE cells.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b45]^ Moreover, fluorescence from lipofuscin precursors, such as A2E, also has been detected in rod outer segments in isolated cells.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b95]^ We hypothesized that A2E and/or other lipofuscin precursors could be responsible for the observed fluorescence from the outer retinal cells upon 900 to 920 nm excitation. Additionally, rhodopsin also is known to be autofluorescent^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b96]^ and its contribution could explain why the fluorescence from rods was greater than from cones and RPE cells in [Figure 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}e. However, the fluorescence efficiency of A2E is approximately 2 orders of magnitude greater than that of rhodopsin.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b97]^ Another possible explanation for the appearance of photoreceptor mosaic interleaved with the RPE mosaic could be due to concentration of light at the outer segment tips due to waveguiding by photoreceptors but this hypothesis has not been verified.

Conclusions {#s4}
===========

From the time of Helmholtz to today, many significant advances have been made in our ability to image the retina and in vivo two-photon ophthalmoscopy adds to the list of retinal features that can now be visualized at a cellular level. Naturally occurring endogenous fluorophores in the retina provided the intrinsic optical contrast needed to visualize many structural features that have never been reported before in the living primate eye. Examples include Müller cell processes in the inner retina, outlines of ganglion cells and photoreceptor nuclei, bulls-eye like features within photoreceptor segments and the arrangement of photoreceptors relative to their neighboring RPE cells. Light levels used for imaging the structures reported here were higher than the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) dictated by ANSI,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b98]^ ranging from a factor of 1.02 ([Fig. 9](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f09){ref-type="fig"}) to a factor of 15 ([Fig. 6](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f06){ref-type="fig"}) greater than the MPE. In many cases, images were collected at light levels and exposure durations greater than what were required to visualize many relevant structural details; but as expected, the quality of the images and the signal-to-noise ratio improved with higher exposure durations ([Fig. 10](#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f10){ref-type="fig"}). Although we did not observe obvious signs of damage to these retinal locations for the data reported here, a more detailed study currently is in progress to carefully assess the damage threshold for in vivo two-photon imaging. All the same, improvements in light delivery, signal detection and other technical advances are needed to make two-photon autofluorescence imaging of the retina safe for use in human subjects.

![Images at λ~ex~ = 730 nm from a retinal location 15° temporal to the fovea. Data shown in the *top row* were collected at the ganglion cell layer, while data in the *bottom panel* are from the photoreceptor layer. Images shown in different *columns* were generated after integrating data collected over different periods of exposure duration, ranging from 10 seconds in (**a**) and (**f**), 50 seconds in (**b**) and (**g**), 100 seconds in (**c**) and (**h**), and 180 seconds in (**d**) and (**i**). Plots shown in (**e**) and (**j**) show the evolution of the signal-to-noise ratio measured from these images as a function of exposure duration, as well as the maximum permissible exposure dictated by ANSI in mW. Two-photon imaging conditions were as follows: power at the cornea, 6.5 mW; scan size, 1.1° × 1.3°; duration of recording, 4000 frames (0--180 seconds); exposure, 1400 J/cm^2^. The ratio of light level to allowed MPE is plotted in (**e**) and (**j**) for different exposure durations.](i1552-5783-57-2-632-f10){#i1552-5783-57-2-632-f10}

In vivo two-photon imaging provides a novel modality for studying Müller cell processes. These cells perform a variety of roles in the inner and outer retina, especially in regulating axonal current and ionic channels in the nerve fiber layer.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b99],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b100]^ The ability to image Müller cells intertwined with nerve fiber bundles offers the possibility of investigating their behavior in pathologies, such as macular telangiectasia,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b101]^ glaucoma, idiopathic intracranial hypertension, papilledema, and other diseases involving the nerve fiber layer.

Autofluorescence from vessel walls is likely due to proteins, such as collagen and elastin, which are natural biomarkers for vessel strength. Two-photon imaging could be used to study the biomechanics and rheologic integrity of blood vessels in the living eye, especially under conditions of stress, such as hypertension, diabetic retinopathy, infarction, and so forth. Such imaging also could be used to track the progression of AGEs with age and disease.

Fluorescence from the ganglion cell layer as well as outer nuclear layer is well documented.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b56],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b57]^ Ganglion cells are severely compromised in diseases, such as glaucoma, and there could be great value in imaging the ganglion cell layer and potentially counting these cells in normal and diseased living eyes. With improvements in two-photon imaging, this technology could enable clinicians to track the progression of retinal diseases in patients over time. Additionally, since metabolites, such as NAD(P)H and FAD, are likely to be the source of fluorescence, two-photon imaging could be used to probe the functional activity of these cells without extrinsic labeling.

Autofluorescence from photoreceptors has been reported previously in ex vivo and in vivo studies. Here, we report images of subcellular features within cone photoreceptors. While the in vivo images shown here are inconclusive, we speculate that these could be related to the distribution of mitochondria within the inner segments.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b84]^ This is of scientific and clinical interest since it is known that mitochondrial distribution changes in diseases, such as age-related macular degeneration.^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b102]^ Previous studies have focused on time-dependent changes in fluorescence from photoreceptors^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b60],[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b103]^ and suggest that retinoids in the outer retina are likely responsible for time-variable autofluorescence. The ability to track the visual cycle could enable investigations of diseases, such as retinitis pigmentosa and others,^[@i1552-5783-57-2-632-b51]^ that affect photopigment regeneration.

At 900 to 920 nm excitation wavelengths, we observed autofluorescence from photoreceptors as well as RPE cells, possibly due to lipofuscin precursors. This could be used to monitor lipofuscin generation mechanisms in the living eye. Although single-photon imaging of the RPE mosaic can now be accomplished at safe light levels, the visible wavelengths used for imaging are bright and can be uncomfortable for human subjects. Two-photon imaging provides an alternative way to image the RPE mosaic with less-intrusive infrared light at 920 nm and potentially could be used for clinical imaging.

In conclusion, the observations reported here demonstrated the value of in vivo two-photon retinal imaging. The presence and distribution of various endogenous fluorophores have enabled visualization of a variety of structures in the retina. Although the identities of the dominant sources of fluorescence from different retinal layers still are not fully understood, there is no shortage of potential scientific and clinical applications. With further improvements, this technique could be made safer and eventually be used for noninvasive imaging of all cellular layers, thus providing a whole new way to visualize changes in retinal structures in normal and diseased eyes.
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